DEC - 2016

Hello!

Yet another two months of leaps and bounds of progress and more
customers to the kitty brings great joy to entrac and its customers
leading us into a Happy New Year, 2017!

– evolving at a great pace!
HAPPY CUSTOMERS
Entrac™ Solutions is proud to
announce that we have added
two more customers to our kitty.

enAlytics is evolving into a very mature platform by
adding features to make it the First Of Its Kind logistics
analytics platform covering the A-Z of fleet requirements.

Hindustan Petroleum: The
LPG bottling plant at Anantapur
has chosen to enhance their
operational productivity and
enter the world of business
intelligence by partnering with
Entrac Solutions.

Sonalika Tractors: Sonalika
has taken its first steps into
evaluating the usage model of
the tractors to enable them with
objective decisions on defining
more efficient next generation
tractors

4Wheel Travels: One of the
biggest fleet operators in
Hyderabad sees the value in
intelligent analytics and signed
up with Entrac solutions’
enAlytics platform to forge their
way into the world of Analytics.

The map view of our control panel enables fleet
managers to get an instant view of their fleet within a
given radius. This enables the manager to make quick
and calculated decisions based on fleet availability.

Complete Vehicle Management
Our CVM (Complete Vehicle Management) interface lets
the fleet owner record all of vehicles legal information
and get reminded of upcoming registration and pollution
compliance requirements.
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entracPlus – we have eyes!!!

HAPPY CUSTOMERS

We are happy to announce a new segment of hardware
product, the Bluetooth enabled entracPlus! entracPlus
can seamlessly integrate with any BT enabled device like
cameras, phones etc., to transmit data and pictures
instantaneously to the head-end to monitor the situation
at any remote location. Now you have eyes everywhere
on your fleet.

Entrac™ Solutions is proud to
announce that we have added
two more customers to our kitty.

Associate Producers of
Telugu: We continue to expand
our collaboration with the APT
and enhance our presence in
more of their fleet.

What’s Next?
We have an exciting fleet of products coming very soon
to take vehicle analytics to the next level. January will
mark the announcement of a new product that is
gathering amazing interest even before it is officially
launched. Stay Tuned!
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